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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we generalize some work of Zelmanov and McCrimmon, 
concerned with special Jordan algebras (i.e., subspaces J of an associative 
algebra closed under xy + vx) and Jordan homomorphisms (i.e., linear maps 
satisfying q5(xy + vx) = d(x) q5(~) + qQ) d(x)), from a prime setting to a 
nondegenerate setting (i.e., aJa = 0 implies a = 0). Our main result can be 
roughly formulated: 
MAIN THEOREM. Any Jordan epimorphism 4: J, --f J of special Jordan 
algebras, with J nondegenerate, is a direct sum I$ = qG1 @$,, JS J, @ J,, 
where q3 1: JO + J, can be lifted to an associative homomorphism 0, : A, + A, 
(with A, and A, appropriate nvelopes of JO and J1) and where the image J, 
of I$~ is a Wagner algebra (i.e., [x, y]* is central). 
This generalizes a result of McCrimmon [9, Theorem 2.21 in which J is 
assumed to be prime (the assumptions made in McCrimmon’s result force 
the second component J2 to be zero). 
There are well known counterexamples (e.g., see Section 3) to show that 
in general d2 cannot be lifted. 
As will become abundantly clear, our result depends heavily on the 
path-breaking work of Zelmanov, in particular the Zelmanov polynomial 
and the ensuing Zelmanov ideal Z(J) of a Jordan algebra J. These and 
other basic results will be explained in Section 1. Besides our use of the 
Zelmanov machinery (in a fashion similar to McCrimmon’s deployment of 
* This paper is based on a talk we gave at a conference at the University of Chicago in 
March, 1987 in honor of I. N. Herstein. 
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~~~rna~ov’s re ults), we also make use of joint work with 
extended centroid (a detailed account of which is given 
erstein has had a major influence on the theory of Jordan structures 
appings. His characterization [3] of Jordan bom~mo~~bis~s onto 
associative rings in the 1950’s was (along with Jacobso 
ickhart [S, 6]), the first result on Sordan horns 
rings were free of finiteness assumptions. In a 1960 
roposed (among many other conjectures) 
~omomor~bisms of the symmetric elements of a 
‘th invofution (which we settled in the presence of o 
empotents in 1965 [7]). One of Herstein’s 
which many generalizations have sprung) 
an and Lie structure of simple ring 
asrc ideas carried over to prime rings). 
the symmetric elements of a prime ring 
viewed as a rather special example of abstract pri 
useful as a testing ground for various conjectures. owever, the repercus- 
sions of the Zelmanov poPynomial &owe that except for ‘“AEbert” and 
uadratic form” algebras, any prime ~o~dege~e~ate Jar 
essentially the symmetric elements of some prime ring 
erstein’s Jordan theory prove tc.3 be far more general than 
e thank the referee for many helpful suggestions toward im 
original draft of this paper. 
is section we shall briefly review those conce 
(i) Some basic notions. Thro 
associative algebras R over a fixed field 
is closed under a 3 b = ab 
will have no occasion to consider Jordan 
this sense). For elements aI, az9 . . . . a, 
a1a2...a,+a,... a2a1. These eleme 
importance are the tetrads (al a2a3a4 
be closed under a2, aba, (abc), as 
if aJsr = 0. A Jordan algebra J is nondegenerate if it has no nonzero trivial 
elements (this is the “correct” noti imeness for Jordan 
algebras). The associative subalgebra J by a Jordan ebra 
J is called an envelope of J (note that i 1s isomorphic to J re is 
no reason to believe that the associative envdopes 1 and 7 are 
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isomorphic). The center of J consists of those elements which associate (via 
the Jordan product) with all elements of J; in case the envelope J is semi- 
prime it is easily shown that the center of J= Jn center of 1. J is a Wagner 
algebra if [x, v]* is central for all x, y E J (this name was suggested by the 
referee). 
If R has an involution * then the set H of symmetric elements (X E R 1 
x* =x> is an important example of a Jordan algebra. If R has an involu- 
tion * and JG H then J is called a *-envelope of J (such always exists, 
replacing R by R@ R” under the exchange involution). A *-envelope is 
called *-tight if every nonzero *-ideal of J intersects J in a nonzero fashion 
(again, such always exists: take any *-envelope T and set R = T/I where I 
is an *-ideal of T maximal re In J= 0). It is almost immediate that if J is 
nondegenerate then any *-tight envelope is semiprime. 
(ii) Essential ideals. Let U be an ideal of the Jordan algebra J (we 
write U (1 J). In general Uo U is not an ideal. However, the set U(l) = 
i%Cl”jhicij 14, bi, Ci E U> is again an ideal. Indeed, one merely notes 
ac ox= {ab(cox)} - {a(box)c} + {(aox)bc}. U(l) may also be 
expressed as {C a,bia,l aibiE U}. A sequence of ideals may be defined 
inductively as follows: U (‘I= U U(m+l)=(U(m))(l), m=O, 1,2 ,.... J is 
semiprime if U (i) = 0 for U Q J implies U= 0. We remark that if J is non- 
degenerate then it is semiprime. An ideal Ii of J is said to be essential in 
J in case U n I’# 0 for every 0 # V 4 J (we write U 4’ J). For every ideal 
U of J we have U@ V essential, where V is an ideal maximal with respect 
to U n I’= 0. We remark that if J is semiprime and U 4 J then U(l) 4’ J. 
Indeed, if Of Vq J but Vn U (l)=O, then W=Un VfO but W(‘)E 
U(l) n I’= 0. An important corollary of this observation is 
Remark 1. If J is nondegenerate (even semiprime) and Ua’ J then 
UC”) 4 J for all n. 
For Ua J we define: 
AnnU=(a~J~~a~=Oforallu~U} 
(equivalently: {uav} = 0 for all u, v E U). 
The equation u(aoj)u={u,a,jou>-jo(uau) shows that AnnU is a 
Jordan ideal. 
Remark 2. If J is nondegenerate (even semiprime) and U-d J then 
Ann U=O. 
(iii) The Zelmanov polynomial. For X an infinite set of indeter- 
minates we let F(X) denote the free associative algebra over CD, H(X) the 
symmetric elements of F(X) under the reversal involution, and S(X) 
the Jordan subalgebra of F(X) generated by X. 
~o~y~~rni~~ in S(X) is given by 
lynomial of degree 48 having the same ke 
cCrimmon.) The Zelmanov ideal Z(X) is 
y all values in S(X) taken on by f 
aper is the foollowing powerful and 
tetrads: even though they are not J 
products when multiplied by Z(X): 
THEOREM A [ 10, Proposition l]. (S(X) S(X) S(X) S(X)) 3 Z(X) G S(X) 
(and kence (Z(X){S(X) S(X) S(X) S(X)) Z(X)] E S(X)). 
ABso useful is a result of Cohn [2] reducing n-tads to tetrads: 
H(X) is generated as a Jordan algebra by Xv (XXXX j 
(and thus H(X) is generated by S(X) u (S(X) S(X) S(X) S(X))). 
A key result of Zelmanov e following come 
Theorem A and Theorem B. 
aig S(X) or ai is a tetrad i 
element: 
THEOREM C (see [lo, Lemma 51). For a E (X) there exists n such that 
(Z(JQin) aZ(X)(“)) ES(X). 
For any Jordan algebra J the Zelma~~v ideal Z(J) is 
set of all values in J taken on by all ele 
~lseful result of Zelmanov tells us what ba 
TEEEOREM (see [IO, Theorem !] ). hr J is a prime nondegenera?e 
Jordaatz algebra such that Z(J) = 0 then J is a Wagner algebra. 
(iv) The McCrimmon radical. For J a Jordan alge 
eal N(J) for which J/N(J) is no~degene~ate is called the 
radical of J. An m-sequence x1, x2, ..~) x,, . . . of elements of S has x,, 1 -= 
x,a,x, for some a, E J. It is called m-finite if there exists q such that x, = 0 
for YI 2 q. An element x E J is said to be ~~n~s~~~~g if every m-sequence 
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beginning with x is m-finite. We cite two facts about the McCrimmon 
radical due to Zelmanov: 
THEOREM E. (a) N(J) coincides with the set of all vanishing elements of 
J (see, e.g., [9, 2.61). 
(b) N(J) = 0 if and only if J is a subdirect product of prime non- 
degenerate algebras (see, e.g., [ 9,2.11] ). 
As a consequence of Theorem E(a) we have 
COROLLARY F. If L is a Jordan subalgebra of J then N(J) n L c N(L). 
Theorem D together with Theorem E(b) yields 
COROLLARY G. If J is nondegenerate such that Z(J) = 0 then J is 
Wagnerian. 
2. THE CENTRAL CLOSURE 
We review briefly the notions of the extended centroid and central 
closure of an arbitrary nonassociative semiprime algebra A (see [l] for 
complete details). We let M(A) denote the multiplication algebra of A, i.e., 
the subalgebra of End,(A) generated by all left and right multiplications 
determined by the elements of A and @. The set r= (y E End,(A) 11/p = py 
for all peM(A)} is called the centroid of A and is easily shown to be a 
commutative associative ring with 1 and with no nonzero nilpotent 
elements. We let B be the set of all essential ideals of A and note that & 
is closed under finite intersections. For U E 8 an additive mappingf: U -+ A 
is permissible if it commutes with the elements of M(A) (we write (A U)). 
We say (f, V-k, V) iff=g on some essential W c U n I’ and note that 
the set C= C, of all equivalence classes [f, U] under the operations 
induced by addition and composition of functions is a commutative 
von Neumann regular ring with 1. C is called the extended centroid of A. 
A is said to be closed if the extended centroid C coincides with the centroid 
r Suppose A is closed and U 4 A. Then choose Vu A such that 
W = U @ V is essential, define J W -+ A to be the identity map on U and 
zero on V, and set e, = [f, W]. Clearly e, is an idempotent in C and, 
setting e2 = 1 - e,, we may write A = e, A @ e2 A since A is closed. We have 
US e, A since u = f (u) = e, u for all u E U. Now let K be a nonzero ideal of 
e, A. Then K n W # 0 which forces K n U # 0, showing that U is essential 
in e,A. We have shown 
Remark 3. If A is closed and U 4 A there exists an idempotent e, in C 
such that U is an essential ideal of e, A. 
Ts construct the central closure of A we first conside 
the notion of a U-vanishing element (not to be confuse 
elements of the McCrimmon radical): an element x E A 0 C is ~-~u~~s~~~~ 
ri write x = C ai@Ri, Ai= [fjfi, U] such that C p(u,) f,(u) = 0 hsr 
d all u E U. The set M of all elements which are u-vanishing 
for some UE 8 is an ideai of A @ C and (A $3 C the central 
closure of A. A is embedded in (A 0 C)/iw via a -+ view of this 
it is customary to write the central closure as AC. e central closure AC 
and is closed over C (and hence it its own cenfral 
is a semiprime associative algebra wi i~vo~ntiQ~ * the 
G, of C are just those d~teKmi~e bY “-permissible 
* = U, f(u) =f(u*), and we call RC, the “-cenirw! 
ut the rest of this section we let J be a ~o~dege~erate .Iordan 
1 be a *-tight envelo (as we have seen, sucki 
the associative ideai 
again a Jordan algebra, remains non 
the central closure of R. To this e 
centroid C = C, of 
exten centroid CR of R. We begin with 
I. If U is an essential ideal of J then 8 is a +-essmtial ideai 
ProoJ Suppose to the contrary that 0 r\ L. = 0 for so e nonzero *-ideai 
Lo ow LndfO since r of9, and so kf2 U=%n 
Jn since U is essentia the contradiction k n U c 
kfl O=O. 
aMEOREM 1. C is embedded in 6: 
[,i 01, M;here J?(xuy) = xf(u) y, x, y E 
(Note: Theorem 1 generalizes [ 1, Theorem 3.16], which 
special case where J was the symmetric elements of a semipri 
ring with involution *. Fortunately t roof works, but we include 
it the sake of completeness.) 
e proof will follow from a series of ckims. kve let j. E C and write 
/I= [ft q. 
(a) [u,f(u)] hes in the center Z o for aI1 u E U. hdee 
u,~EUwe havef(uGu)=f(zl)ou=u~f(u). let SEJ and set u=klos. 
en u~f(v)=u~(f(u)~s)=,f(u)~(u~s), 
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rearranged yields [[u, f(u)], s] = 0. Since R = J it follows that 
[I% f(u)1 E 2. 
(b) [u, f(u)] = 0 for all u E U. Indeed, making repeated use of (a), we 
see from 
C.mu’), 2u21 = Cf(u)u + d(u), 2u21 
= w-(u), u21u + 2&f(u), u”I 
= .q [If(u), ul u2 + Wf(u), ulu + u2L-f(u), ul> 
= ~C”f(~), ul zf2 
that [f(u), u] u2 E 2. Commuting this with f(u) yields 
o= [f(U)> 4b2JW = CfCU), ul(Cu,f(u)lu+ uCu,f(u)l) 
= -2C.f(~), ul’ 
whence [f(u), u]’ u = 0. Commuting this last equation with f(u) then 
produces [f(u), u]’ = 0. Since R has no nonzero nilpotent central elements 
we see that [f(u), u] = 0. 
(c) f(u) xu = uxf(v) for all u, VE U, XE R. Indeed, we have 
f(u2)=uf(4 by 1 c aim (b). A linearization of this then gives f(uv + vu) = 
uf( u) + vf( U) and also = uf( u) + f( u) U, whence f(u) u = vf( u). In this last 
equation we replace u by US + SU, SEJ, and obtain u(f(u)s +sf(u)) = 
f(v)(us+su) from which it follows that usf(u) =f(u) SU. In this present 
equation we replace u by ut + tu, t E J, and see from us(f(u) t + f(u)) = 
f(u)s(ut + tu) that ustf(u)=f(v)stu. It is now clear by continuing in this 
fashion that we obtain usls2 .‘.s,f(u) =f(v) s1s2 ...s.u, si~J, for 
arbitrary m. Since R = .?, the assertion (c) is proved. 
(d) [f, U] = 0 implies f( U) = 0. Indeed, we know f( V) = 0 for some 
essential ideal V of J contained in U. Now let u E U, v E V, x E R’. By claim 
(c) we have f(u) xu = uxf( v) = 0 whence f(u) p= 0. Since P is essential in 
R we see that f(u) = 0. 
(e) The map fi .?? + R given by 
is a well defined *-permissible map. Indeed, suppose C xiui yi = 0. We pick 
v E U, r E R and note (making use of (d)) that 
ur C Xif(%) Yi = C u(r-4 f(ui) Yi 
It follows that Oz xif(ui) yi = 0 whence x,f(uJ y2 = 0 since 04 R” 
Clearly f is a &module map. Finally2 for x, J’ E R’, u E U we see from 
(~((x~~)*))* = (f(y*ux*))* = (y*f(u) x*1* = xf(u) y =f(xuy) 
e map define 
C,. Indeed, we leave it to the reader to m 
straightforward calculations needed to show the map is well defined and a 
ring homomorphism. To shsw the map is 1-1 suppose [fI: 0;; = 
[f2) O,]. Setting U = U, n U, we see that fl agrees with ,i”, osa 0. Jr, 
particular fl =f2 on 0; in other words, f; agrees with ,f2 on Ii and so 
u-1, U,l= Cf*, U,l. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
e raise the question: is the map A-+ i onto? 
e are now ready to discuss the central closure JC ich we recall from 
on I is defined to be JO, C/M, where M is the i of all “vanishing” 
elements of JO C. Thus a typical element of JC ritten as a coset 
know from the general theory that JC SC. Although J is a 
a it is not immediately clear that J 
problem lies in showing JC is “special”) 
THEOREM 2. (a) JC is embedded in RC, by the ~a~~~~g a,i, -* 
J, ii~ C (and hence JC is a Jordan a~ge~~a~~ 
C is a *-tight envelope for JC. 
(G) JC is nondegenerate. 
The mapping CT: JO C -+ RC, given y a @ iz + a4 is clearly 
omomorphism. We proceed to show that 
which means that we may write m = 
E C, such that C p(ai) ofi = 0 foor all u E 
n algebra M(J). We remark that X,(U) =hi( 
=a(m)=Ca,;i,ERC*. For UEU we see thal b~u= 
since m is U-vanishing. Hence ($u)* = ub = -bu and so bu is a skew 
element of R for all u E U. Next let x E 9: y the U-vanishing of m we 
(1) (bx+xb)u+u(bx+xb)= (a,~xjcJ;(w)=O. 
the other hand we know that 
(2) b(xu+ux)i(xu+ux)b=@. 
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Subtraction of (2) from (1) yields xbu + ubx - bux-xub = 0, that is, 
2xbu - 2bux = 0, whence [bu, x] = 0. This places bu in the center of R since 
R = J. Furthermore ubu = 0 since 2ubu = (ub + bu) u + u(ub + bu) - 
(bu2 + u2b) = 0. Hence (bu)2 = 0 which says that bu = 0 since bu is central. 
Thus we have shown that bU = 0. In particular, for x E J, u E U, we have 
b(xu + ux) = 0 whence bxu = 0. Similarly, replacement of u by yu + uy, y E J 
yields bxyu = 0, x, y E J. Continuing in this fashion we have shown that 
bR’U = 0 since R = 1. Therefore bl?= 0 and since U is essential in R we see 
that b = 0, thus establishing our claim that a(M) = 0. From this it follows 
that CJ induces a map 5: JC + RC, given by a @ A --t ak We leave it for the 
reader to make the routine verification that 6 is indeed a Jordan 
homomorphism. We content ourselves with showing that 0 is l-l. Indeed, 
suppose C a,& = 0. We must prove that C ai@ ii E M. We set U = n Ui, 
where ;li= [J;, Vi] and pick p EM(J), UE U. In the ring RC, we see that 
O=(P (Xaili))ou=(): P(ai) Ai)ou=x P(ai)ofi(u) 
which says precisely that C ai@ Ai is U-vanishing. This shows that 6 is an 
embedding and completes the proof of (a). 
It is clear that RC is semiprime and is a *-envelope of JC. Let V be a 
nonzero *-ideal of RC and pick 0 # v = C a,&, aj E R, li E C, a symmetric 
element of V. There exists a * -essential ideal U in R such that li U E R for 
each i, whence UvU is a nonzero *-ideal of R. Then UvU n J # 0 since R 
is a *-tight envelope of J, implying V n JC # 0, and thereby establishing 
@I. 
Finally, suppose N(JC) # 0 and pick 0 # y = C a,Ai E N(JC), ai E J, 
/zi = [J;:, Ui] E C. Choose U 4’ J such that UE n Uj. Since C ai@ lli 
not U-vanishing we may choose p E M(J) and u E U such 
:Shat Cp(a,)ofi(u)#O. But u~p(y)=u~(~p(a,)~i)=~(u~p(a.))A-= 
Cfi(uop(ai))=Cfi(u)op(a,)~N(JC)nJ. In view of Corollary’F his 
forces the contradiction N(J) # 0 and (c) has now been proved. 
3. JORDAN HOMOMORPHISMS 
Throughout this section we let Jo and J be special Jordan algebras with 
J nondegenerate. Let R, be a *-envelope of Jo and R a *-tight envelope of 
J. Let q5 be a Jordan homomorphism of J,, onto J. We are ready to consider 
the problem of lifting q5 to an associative homomorphism G: R, -+ R. We 
begin with 
LEMMA 2. Suppose Ci{q5(bi,) qS(bi,)...&b,,) = 0 whenever Ci{bjlbi2... 
Prooj Suppose xi bj, bi, .. . him, = 0, biiE JG. Agpkying * we see 8ha: 
(bilb<‘...bimJ ~0, and so by our hypothesis we 
(b,,,)=O. Setting d=C &bi,) q5(bi2)...&bi,,) we have d+d* =O, th;at is; 
d* = -d. For t E J, we also have C bi, b,, b,,t = 0, anis so a repetition 
of the preceding argument shows us that ds, is also skew, where .s = d(:)” 
Therefore ds = -(ds)* = -sd* = sd, whit laces d ian the center of 
s = d(t) is arbitrary in J because q5 is ism. Clearly we may 
repeat the preceding argument to obtain k skew fm- St E .r, k 
arbitrary. Since R = 5 and d is centr is a *-ideal of R 
ah of whose elements dR I~ J # 0 since 
a ~Qmtradi~tiom si
elements of J are symmetric. Thus d= 0 and 0 onto R given 
bY 
is well defined. Clearly (7 is a ring ~~morno~~h~srn which uni 
extends d. 
examine one situation in which the triter 
e recall that the Zelmanov ideal Z = Z(9) is 
taken on in 9 by the Zelmanov ideal Z(X) of t e free special Jordan 
algebra in a set X of indeterminates over @. 
Proof. SupposeC(bi,bi2...b,~) =O, bii~JO. We set h=~(x,ixii~~~xz,,ij, 
where the X;S are distinct indeterminates in X5 and note that h E H(X). 
Theorem C there exists n such that (Z(X)(“) hZ(X)@)) G S(X). 
that is, c is the value taken on by some g(yi ) . . . . JI,) E Z(X)(“). 
of gemeral~ty we may assume that ( yk > n {x,) = I$ (sim 4y repEace the yk’s by 
new ~~det~rm~nates if necessary). Thus we may write c = g(q5(a,), &dzj4 .._l 
f$(~,)) for appropriate ak E J,. Now g( . . . . yk, . ..) h( . . . . Xii’ . ..) gf..., yk; -) = 
p( . . . . yk, . . . . xv, . ..) E S(X) 5 F(X). We map X to R, via y, -+ ak and xY 4 ~5,; 
and extend this to a homomorphism of F(X) onto R,. Thus 
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On the other hand we can map X into R via yk --f $(ak) and xii + $(b,) and 
extend this to a homomorphism of F(X) into R. Thus 
= p(d(al), . . . . &G,), . . . . 4(biJ, . ..I= 4(p(q, . . . . a4, . . . . b,, . ..I) = 0 
since p E S(X). 
Since Z is essential in J by assumption we know by Remark 1 that 
Z’“) is also essential. Since c is arbitrary in Z’“) we have shown that 
C{4(bi,) d(bi2) ...4(bimt)) 1 ies in Ann Z’“‘. But Remark 2 then forces 
C(q+(bi,) q5(bi2). . . q3(biml)} = 0. The criterion of Lemma 2 has now been 
established and accordingly 4 can be uniquely extended to a homomor- 
phism 0: R, --f R. 
We now drop the assumption that the Zelmanov ideal Z of J is essential 
but for the time being add the requirement hat J be closed. 
THEOREM 4. Let d: JO -+ J be a Jordan epimorphism with j closed. Then 
J= J, 0 J2, with Z(J) essenti+l in J, and J2 Wagnerian, and there exist 
Jordan homomorphisms qSi: JO -+ J, such that q3 = d1 @ d2 and til can be lifted 
to a homomorphism CI~: R, + R, = 1. 
ProoJ: By Remark 3 there exists an idempotent e, E C such that Z(J) is 
essential in the ideal J, = e, J of J. Setting e2 equal to 1 - el we may then 
write J= J, 0 J2, where Ji = e, J and Ri = e,R (recalling from Theorem 2 
that e, remains central in R). Clearly the Zelmanov ideal Z(J,) = 0 and so 
by Corollary C we see that J2 is Wagnerian. If pi is the projection of J onto 
Ji, i= 1,2, then $i=pi$ is the required Jordan homomorphism of JO 
onto J,. By Theorem 3 41 can be extended to a homomorphism 
a,:R,-tR,=J,. 
In general there is no hope of lifting 4, in Theorem 4 as indicated by the 
following example. Let R, = R be the 2 x 2 matrices over the quaternions 
and let * be the conjugate transpose. We let JO = J be the symmetric 
elements of R under *. J is 6-dimensional over the reals with basis elements 
ell, e22, e12+e2,, i(e12 - e2,), Ae12 - e,,), k(e,, -e21). A Jordan auto- 
morphism of J is given by interchanging i(e,,-e2,) and j(e,,-e,,) and 
fixing the other basis elements. Suppose d can be extended to o: R --t R (R 
is a *-tight envelope of J). From e,,(e,, +e,,) = ej2 we have g(ei2)=er2 
(similarly ~.(e~~) = ezl). Applying CJ to i(e,, - ezl) j(e,, - e,,) = -k we 
obtain c(k) = -k which contradicts o(k(e,, - e21)) = k(e,, - ezl). 
We now remove the assumption that J is closed and prove our main 
result. 
5. Let JO be a special Jordan algebra with “-envelope 
degenerate special Jordan algebra with *-tight envelope 
J= JC be the central closure of J, and let = RC, be the *-central closure 
Suppose 4 is a Jordan homomorphis of Jo onto J. Then 
(i) There is an idempotent e, E C such that Z(T) is essential ipz J,, 2, 
is Wagnerian, where e2 = 1 -e,, 7, = e,7, i= I, 2. 
Ml 4=(61oqb, where di: JO + ji are Jordan s such 
that 41 capl be lifted uniquely to a homomorphism ul: 
Proof e will use the results of Section 2 in order to apply Theorem 4. 
e set ?a = JO OG C and note that TO is 
@:o C, remarking that 3,~ JO and 
eorem 2 J= JC is a nondegenerate 
C a *-tight envelope for 3 
ho~~~o~~his~ 4 of j;, onto 7 in the o 
Since 7 is closed we may apply Theorem 4 to 
e, in C such that Z(J) is essential in 3, i J2 is 
1 OJ,, Ti: Y. -+ 3, with 7, extendable to a horn 
Letting q3L be the restriction of ii to JOB,, we have the desired 
conclusion. 
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